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OpenText™ MediaBin
Create a single source of truth for digital assets
As a marketer, you know that rich media is an essential
ingredient in creating an engaging customer experience.
The explosion of video, audio, and animation on the web
tells us that customers prefer to consume information
in more human, friendlier forms. For instance, a video
demonstrating how a product can make life easier is
more compelling than a static paragraph of text. Today’s
viewers—your customers—have higher expectations;
they want a complete, sensory online experience.
Build a Stronger Brand
The shift in how people buy today makes rich media a critical information resource for the
enterprise, and one that you have to manage effectively to derive its full value. OpenText
MediaBin helps global marketing teams create innovative, engaging campaigns by effectively
managing, distributing, and publishing thousands of customer-facing digital assets, such
as videos, images, promotions, and logos. You can enjoy higher-impact marketing and
communications while remaining brand consistent with a single, self-service repository
that stores all your rich media assets.

Transform Rich Content into Intelligent Assets
MediaBin helps you make the most of your rich media by automatically analyzing and
categorizing assets. Your team does not have to spend countless hours reviewing
and tagging images, because MediaBin extracts key concepts and automates
meta-tagging and labeling.
MediaBin delves deep into audio, video, and image files to automatically analyze the
content. It recognizes sophisticated traits, such as color, to provide a highly detailed,
time-encoded range of searchable data. This intelligence allows you to locate the
right asset for your campaign without knowing exact keywords associated with the
file, which saves you time and exposes you to a more accurate selection of files.
Assets can also be viewed in context with other content within the extended enterprise,
across social networks and across web searches.
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ADVANCED FEATURES OF
OPENTEXT ™ MEDIABIN
•

Auto-tagging of metadata

•

Key video frame identification

•

Scene detection

•

Automatic speech-to-text conversion

•

On-screen character recognition

•

Speaker identification

•

Facial recognition in videos

•

Human elements
(gender, general age, attire)

•

Logo recognition

•

Color analysis

•

Bar code and QR code analysis

•

Language-independent search

•

Create branded content access portals
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HIGHLIGHTS
BRAND CONSISTENCY

Centralize control and management of your brand across internal and external partners.

SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH

Maintain brand equity and increase productivity by accessing “core” assets from a single repository.

COMPLIANCE AND GOVERNANCE

Govern where, how, and who accesses digital content to meet governance and compliance policies. Monitor,
analyze, and record usage. Archive files at license expiration dates or when there are brand changes.

AUTO-TAGGING

Automatically tag metadata to video, images, audio and other assets, and automatically extract asset details for
better context, filtering, and search.

SEARCH AND BROWSE

Use innovative search that understands facial similarities and human expression. Find assets among volumes of
digital content without exact keywords or a traditional folder structure.

RICH MEDIA WORKFLOW

Configure/automate business processes via an integrated workflow engine to ingest, route, review, approve, email,
notify, retrieve, transform, and distribute assets.

TARGETED ASSET DISTRIBUTION

Distribute transformed rich content to web, social, print, or mobile with rules-based scheduling.

ROLE-BASED EXPERIENCES

Define user experiences based on role and permissions, e.g., casual users, business owners, librarians,
and third parties.

SELF-SERVICE ACCESS

Access and download valuable corporate assets based on defined content permissions and usage rights without
reliance on power users.

INTEGRATED CREATIVE EXPERIENCE

Access all rich content from familiar design, photo, and video applications.

HOSTED RICH MEDIA

Deploy on-premises, in the cloud, or via a hybrid model.

Rich media has traditionally been challenging to search through
because these kinds of assets are often not text-based. MediaBin
changes this process, making assets easy to find, reuse, and
understand—just as easily as text-based files—so you can automatically cross-reference this information with any other form of
relevant data.

For large enterprise organizations with many employees who may
also work with third parties around the world, this kind of disorganization of content can be a considerable risk to the brand. An
employee or agency can easily pick up the wrong logo or photo
and distribute it to customers and prospects. This move could
confuse the audience and dilute the brand experience.

With MediaBin, you can recognize color, identify whether there are
people in images, recognize faces in videos, and identify logos and
characters—all capabilities that make it easier to find the right images
for your campaigns. In addition, automatic speech-to-text conversion
allows you to search words that are spoken in video files.

In today’s competitive market of short attention spans, it is crucial
to create a unified experience across all channels—print, web,
email, etc.—throughout the entire customer journey. This means
rich media used for campaigns must remain consistent, requiring
large organizations to employ a solution that can easily support
and manage high volumes of digital assets.

MediaBin unlocks a wealth of information from your digital assets
by not only analyzing and auto-tagging metadata, but by going a
step further to understand subtext and context.

Centralize Brand Management for Greater
Agility and Value
Digital asset management is a relatively new concept in the
enterprise, as assets have traditionally been developed in silos by
different departments across the organization. Employees serving
various functions, e.g., sales, marketing, web design, graphics,
and training, can often create their content in a vacuum. These
groups may limit access to valuable files by walling information off
in departmental servers, separate intranet pages, or local drives.
The unfortunate result: high-value assets get duplicated, outdated,
lost, poorly categorized, and scattered all over the organization. This
scenario can leave your rich media falling short of brand standards.

Organize All Your Digital Assets
MediaBin helps you deliver a visually stunning and consistent
digital experience across all channels by centralizing the management
of logos, copy, video, images, presentations, and other assets,
making them accessible to local teams, as well as those who are
geographically dispersed.
MediaBin helps you to:
•

Centralize the storage of rich media assets in a single repository

•

Manage, distribute, and publish thousands of customer-facing
digital assets to promote your messaging, products, and
brands in the proper format for each channel

•

Transform, enhance, and accelerate the way you present
information online

OpenText MediaBin unlocks a wealth of information from your digital
assets by not only analyzing and auto-tagging metadata, but by going
a step further to understand subtext and context.
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OpenText MediaBin provides a centralized location to access all rich media assets

Delivering higher impact marketing and communications with
greater agility has never been easier. MediaBin enables you
to build brand equity, increase team productivity, and gain the
security of knowing valuable corporate assets are fully leveraged
and preserved for the future.

Increase Efficiency by Storing Only Core Assets
Videos and still images can be used in a variety of formats and
sizes, but storing and managing all the different versions can be
complicated, time consuming, and storage intensive. MediaBin
eliminates this complexity by allowing you to store only the master,
high-resolution, core asset. Users can then download whatever
format or size they need for their particular projects.
With MediaBin, you can store one original high resolution photo
and users can download different renditions appropriate for the
web, a slide presentation, an email, or any other application. If
sales needs to use a video in a presentation, they can retrieve
and down- load it from MediaBin in a desktop-friendly format.
By storing one master file that can be transformed at download
time into different formats and sizes, you increase productivity,
self-service adoption, and consistency—which ultimately lowers
management costs.

Empower Teams with Self-Service Access
When users can take advantage of self-service access, it relieves
the pressure on power users to spend their time fulfilling content
requests from the organization. MediaBin enables marketing
and sales teams and distribution partners through a self-service
environment that provides quick access to creative assets, and
in the proper formats. Using a standard web browser, users can
quickly find what they need to accomplish the task, along with any
useful related assets.
You can also boost accessibility by enabling users to seamlessly
access any content in the MediaBin repository from interfaces
such as Adobe InDesign , Adobe Illustrator , and web content
management systems, such as OpenText™ TeamSite. As you
work to maintain brand consistency across markets, initiatives,
and departments, the creative plug-in ensures that you use only
up-to-date, approved images.
®

®

®

®

The MediaBin self-service feature speeds time-to-market for
marketing campaigns, product launches, and other top initiatives
for all omni-channel outputs, so you can accelerate the sales cycle
and increase top-line revenue.

In today’s competitive market, it is crucial to create a unified experience
across all channels—print, web, email, etc.—throughout the entire
customer journey. This means rich media used for campaigns must remain
consistent, requiring large organizations to employ a solution that can
easily support and manage high volumes of digital assets.
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A prominent search box and advanced filters allow users to quickly sort through volumes of files based on their access rights.

Provide Self-Service Access to
All Enterprise Users
OpenText™ MediaBin Portal Client, an add-on to MediaBin, delivers
a simplified user experience for digital asset management. Enterprise
users and external agencies can access an asset library to search,
download, and share rich media using a simple, sleek user
interface that only shows them what they need to see.
MediaBin Portal Client provides a gallery view with a quick hover
preview that shows how many times a particular file has been
viewed and downloaded. This kind of information helps users
quickly make decisions on whether an asset is overused or worth
leveraging for their project. Providing users with a simple search
experience when navigating and using digital assets also contributes
to increased adoption.
A prominent search box and advanced filters allow users to quickly
sort through volumes of files based on their access rights. Business
owners or administrators can configure a number of elements, such
as content permissions based on user role, metadata shown, and
available download rendition formats, and create custom branded
portals without the assistance of the IT department.
MediaBin Portal Client allows users to browse and reuse images
from the central repository, save money, safeguard the brand, and
reduce risk by not duplicating stock photo purchases, diluting
brand consistency, or violating license agreements
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The OpenText MediaBin self-service
feature speeds time-to-market for
marketing campaigns, product
launches, and other top initiatives
for all omni-channel outputs, so you
can accelerate the sales cycle and
increase top-line revenue.
Easy-to-Use Features
Efficiently organized, easy-to-access rich media assets can boost
productivity for the entire team. With MediaBin, you can group
assets into “collections” using a drag-and-drop interface. Collections can consist of saved searches, project folders, most popular
assets, recently added assets, or brand standards that have been
designated by an administrator. These collections can be seen
by everyone or made available based on system, group, or user
profile, to make it easier for users to locate assets without knowing
the folder or product hierarchy.
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MediaBin also allows you to manage the workflow associated
with the ingestion, retrieval, emailing, routing, reviewing, approving,
and deployment of all assets via extensive yet simple-to-use,
drag-and- drop capabilities called “Actions.”
With Actions, you can:
•

Control server-enabled expiration, notification, deployment,
and asset synchronization

•

Enable strict adherence to process structure or allow user
input on the fly

•

Apply actions to individual assets, search results, collections,
or multiple collections, simultaneously

Rely on Proven Technology
OpenText is the world leader in rich media management software
and intelligent video analytics, having developed the first technology
to automatically and dynamically capture, encode, and index
television, video, and audio content from any source. Customers
benefit from an unrivalled product set founded on a single platform that can help you improve your broadcast, video, audio, and
information access needs. MediaBin is unique in its ability to
process hundreds of data types, including the most rich media file
formats in the industry. With OpenText rich media management
technology, you can significantly improve your processes and
enjoy a sizeable ROI.

KEY FEATURE

DESCRIPTION

RICH WEB APPLICATION INTERFACE

Provides a secure, targeted web-based experience, allowing all users to access and consume rich media assets.
Creates a self-service access point for all rich media.

PORTAL WEB APPLICATION

Enables your enterprise organization and third parties with a simplified and targeted, permissions-based,
self- service experience intended for a specific set of users – like partners or agencies. These users can
easily access and sort through content while shielding them from files they don’t have the rights to view.

COLLECTIONS

Offers system, user-group, or unique user-defined categorization of assets based on dynamic, static, or derived
criteria. Allows collection of selected assets in a temporary holding bin for convenient management and delivery
to Action drop points.

STORAGE, CATALOGING,
AND TARGETING

Stores, catalogs, targets, and relates all asset file types (images, documents, layouts, audio, and video) to provide
high quality streaming previews of video, including mp4, mov, and fv, and previews all pages of documents,
including Microsoft Office, Adobe Acrobat , Adobe InDesign, and QuarkXPress .
®

®

®

®

IMAGE ANALYSIS

Auto-tags metadata for files in formats such as jpeg, tif, gif and bmp -- and uses these tags for search and filtering.
Also extracts metadata, which can be especially useful when searching for bar codes, QR codes or information
based on human elements like expression or facial recognition. Portions of images can be linked to certain
metadata that shows while hovering over the file.

INTEGRATED WORKFLOW

Event-driven actions address the demands of rich media users, including intuitive drop points to route, review,
approve, email, notify, ingest, and retrieve assets. Allows configurable event-driven user or system workflows to
meet your business process needs using graphical tools.

VIDEO MANAGEMENT

Manages ingestion of all video formats while extracting key concepts from assets. Automatic population of metadata
facilitates rapid and comprehensive searches. Provides video editing tools, including storyboard, jump to scene,
select excerpt, and re-ingest as new asset.

DEEP VIDEO INDEXING (DVI)

Automatically extracts information from within the video file itself rather than relying on frequently subjective,
incomplete, and unreliable user-defined tags.

EXTENSIVE SEARCH

Searches for assets based on metadata and concepts, speaker, face, logo, full in-document text, image content/
visual similarity, or a mix of criteria.

ACTION DROP POINTS

Configurable, icon-based action drop points guide users to required operations. Provides simple drag-and-drop
capabilities with multi-select for assets and collections.

ASSET TRANSFORMATION SERVICES

Converts images to various formats, including psd, eps, tga, tiff, jpeg, gif, png, bmp, and flash video, and downloads
images in any format, size, resolution, and color space.

ADVANCED FILE FORMAT SUPPORT

Supports more than 1,000 file types, including raw, dng, mp4, mov, fv and indd.

CONTENT PERMISSIONS

Allows configuration of content permissions for accessing, viewing, downloading, sharing collections, types of
metadata and other features. MediaBin Portal Client allows business users to add a secondary level of permissions
based on user role, launch dates, and usage rights.

ASSET ANALYTICS

View a variety of asset analytics, including: number of views and downloads, date of last update, related assets, and
associated collections. All of these details can be configured and you can add other types of metadata.

CONTACT SHEET

Export asset collections to a PDF or CSV file to see a quick view of asset metadata next to a thumbnail view of the asset.

ASSET PREVIEW BANNERS

Administrator can create overlay banners to flag assets of special interest (for example; New, Legal Hold, Expired,
Obsolete, Private). Banners are trigger based on defined content of Metadata Fields.
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EASY IMPORT/INGEST SERVICES

Enables drag and drop of assets into MediaBin to automatically generate asset previews, store metadata, and
establish search relations.

EFFICIENT STORAGE

Stores one core image asset and creates all renditions on the fly from the source to speed production and reduce
storage requirements.

EMAIL ASSETS

Creates email shortcuts to assets that link directly to MediaBin or email attachments. Grants internal and external
recipients immediate access to required assets.

FLEXIBLE METADATA HANDLING

Stores and edits metadata pertaining to assets and collections. Can add unlimited metadata fields, provide bulk
metadata editing for quick updates to multiple files, enable copy and paste metadata between assets, and support
industry standards, including Adobe XMP, Dublin Core , IPTC, EXIF, and more. Extracts audio and video metadata
via analytic plug-ins.
®

®

VERSION CONTROL

Manages asset updates through comprehensive version control with check-in/check-out and provides version
control for metadata revisions.

ENTERPRISE SECURITY CONTROLS

Provides system login and access controls on folders, retrieval tasks, and metadata fields based on existing user
and group IDs managed within Windows Domains, Active Directory , and LDAP.
®

®

DETAILED ACTIVITY LOGGING

Tracks who downloads what and when, and tags assets derived in MediaBin for tracing back to the core asset.

XML SUPPORT

Shares data with other applications and systems through XML export and import routines.

AUTOMATED ASSET DELIVERY

Automates the delivery of assets and asset renditions to external sites and applications, while automatically
delivering updates according to specified schedules. Delivers assets to all omni-channel outputs, including web,
mobile, social, and print.

ROBUST APIS

Allows for easy integration into complex ECM or marketing technology implementations and content publishing applications
using a rich web services API that can be used to build custom integrations and/or extend the functionality.

HIGH-VOLUME PROCESSING

Accommodates high-volume, complex imaging tasks from many distributed clients.

SSO SECURITY THROUGH OTDS

Use available Enterprise Authentication services: Connect to OTDS (OpenText™ Directory Services)

CUSTOM BRANDED PORTALS OR
CONTENT MICROSITES

Create Branded Content Access Portals. Using a Form, Microsite Editor can define: the look and feel, select
accessible assets (through folder and metadata filters), Logos, Contact Links, Background Colors, Search Options,
Content & Collection Selections.

USER DEFINED
SECURITY TEMPLATES

Users with appropriate privileges (given by Administrator) can define access rules for Collections, Saved Search, and
Workflows they created. Access rules can be defined at creation time or can be added later.

Learn more about OpenText MediaBin at http://opentext.com/dam

www.opentext.com/contact
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